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Smile Makover
Almost any dental imperfection can be corrected with today’s
dental technology, often with little or no tooth adjustments.
Recent technical improvements allow us to provide much improved
cosmetic restorations than were previously possible and can be
used to restore your mouth to its original beauty or even to improve
its appearance. Do read more on our ‘Smile Lift’ techniques and
look at our galleries to see what could be possible. Why not let us
show you, how you can have a beautiful smile?

Simple tooth whitening techniques may be appropriate with no tooth
preparation necessary.
Tooth coloured inlays (which ﬁ t teeth like jigsaw pieces),
strengthened porcelain life-like crowns, veneers and bridges may be
our next stop when your teeth need a little rejuvenating. We use a
very high quality of technical support and this will not only beneﬁt you
with the excellent appearance of your dental work but also from
improved ﬁt, comfort
and durability of any work we may carry out.

Should you be missing teeth we are able to carry out bridge work, dentures or simple
implants in house, which may provide you with the appearance you desire. We are also
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able to refer you for complex implant solutions if we are unable to provide the result
you wish for.
The real success in creating a beautiful smile though, comes when carrying out a “Smile
Lift” - a custom designed smile using the latest techniques to manipulate the width, size,
position and colours of your teeth to create a gorgeous smile that you will be proud of.

Making your teeth look good makes you feel confident. And
that’s all part of being happy and content.
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Smile Design
A bespoke smile is one that gives you an attractive appearance that complements
the features of your face. A few features we pay attention to are listed below –
though of course it is your input that makes your smile unique to you and we will
ask for your approval throughout your makeover. We will take a number of
photographs from several angles and discuss them at length with your smile
design technician. This together with our constant contact with them during your
smile’s creation, means we can satisfy your requests as much as is technically
possible.

Before your smile is developed, we will have taken models of your teeth and
created a “Diagnostic Wax Up”. This gives us a template we can use to create
your smile and we are able to modify it with you, when you are previewing your
provisional smile.
Here are just a few of the important principles we use to help design your smile:
Horizontal Alignment and Symmetry
Ideally the smile line should be aligned so it is parallel to the horizontal. Symmetry
around the central teeth is also important for an aesthetically pleasing smile. This
may not always be possible further back in your mouth, but a little asym- metry
here may even be desirable to create a more natural look.
Smile Line and Gum Line
A ﬂ at smile line looks aged and worn – so creating a curved smile line leaves you
looking more youthful. Women tend to have more curved smile lines than men.
The gum line in a pleasing smile often follows the line of the upper lip. We can show
you where your smile line and gum lines are, at your consultation and how and why
we may want to alter them.
Smile Width
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Broadening your smile – making more teeth visible when you smile – brings a youthful and
whitening effect to your smile.
Tooth Proportions and Embrasures
Studies of pleasing smiles show that we can follow guidelines to make your smile more attractive.
The guidelines used are often altered to compliment your face shape and to create your individual
smile.
Embrasures are triangular spaces between the tips of teeth and look best when designed to
be smallest between the two front teeth and then they get gradually larger further back.
Steps to an Attractive Smile
It only takes two main appointments and you can go straight back to normal daily life
immediately.
1 Consultation and Discussion of what you would like to achieve.
Photographs, X-Rays and a thorough discussion of how best to acheive your smile.
Impressions (moulds) of your teeth are also sent to our Smile Design Technician. These are
used to create a realistic “Diagnostic Wax Up” for your new smile.
2 Trial Smile
It may be possible to overlay the prototype of your new smile over your existing teeth – this can
be useful though it often gives a distorted view of what we may be trying to achieve.
3 Smile Preparation
Your teeth are shaped for your new porcelain veneers or crowns and a provisional
smile developed – this will look better than your existing smile and is used to discus
the ﬁnal design of your your new Smile.
4 Placement of your new smile. 5 Review and Reﬁnement of
Making your teeth look good makes you feel confident. And
that’s all part of being healthy.
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Smile Lift –
a scalpel free facelift
A “smile lift” is a change in the lower third of a patient’s face . By
widening the smile and building out the teeth and perhaps
lengthening them, a smile can be created which ﬁ lls out the lips and
provides a more youthful smile. This more youthful look is long
lasting compared to the use of surgical techniques that relapse over
a matter of months.

The “Smile Lift” is a custom designed smile using the latest digital
imaging techniques to help your ceramic artist manipulate the width,
size, position and colours of your teeth.

When teeth are restored to their original height, they give the
appearance of younger teeth and the mouth appears fuller. Your top
lip is better supported and this reduces the appearance of wrinkles.
Towards the back of the mouth the teeth can be made wider. your
smile and gives it more whiteness. The colour of your teeth is very
important too - older teeth generally look stained and cracked. This
can be completely masked, brightening the face and creating a more
youthful appearance - yet keeping it looking natural.

Though we look at the repeating formulas often seen in nature, we
also design your smile with your face shape and desires in mind,
advising you with our experience of what will ultimately give you a
smile to be proud of.
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Dental techniques have advanced greatly over the last few years and we now have
lasers to contour your gums and less of your tooth needs to be altered than ever before
to create truly lifelike whiter and brighter smiles. The technician’s world has also
changed giving him more chances to display his artistic talents and we are now able
with digital imaging to design your smile as a team - taking each person as being
different, a great emphasis is placed on both the shape of your face and your mouth.
The technician also helps us create custom temporary teeth - which look good but even
more importantly, allow us to design your smile together.

Call for a consultation and let us show you what we can do for you and do
look at our web site for some full colour before and after photos.
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